
The daily management of all the 
assets of your company is a real 
puzzle: where are they? Who uses 
them? In what condition are they? 
So many questions with the multipli-
cation of mobile equipment, that we 
need a flexible and powerful tool for 
answers.answers. SIRA is a complete solu-
tion of daily management of your 
equipment.

SIRA (System of Identification and Reference 
of Assets) is an advanced system of manage-
ment of your physical equipment. It works 
from a web structure (programed in asp.net) 
and can be remotely operated though a web 
browser, from our servers or installed in a 
(windows) server of your election.

Initially oriented towards the informatics 
assets reference (pc and laptop), SIRA 
extend this functionality to the assembly of 
enterprise’s assets and propose a complete 
solution from the introduction of actives to its 
inventory, generation of maintenance alerts 
and organization of associated tasks.

SIRA is not a close system: it can be person-
alized based in the specific requests func-
tions of the client.

SIRA web system
Management, control and dynamic 
traceability of your assets in real time.
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SIRA facilitates daily management of your 
material assets trough 3 indispensable axles 
functionalist:

Reference:

Inventory:

Management:

A web solution completely decentralized for more flexibility.

 Creation of categories and subcategories of assets 
based in the criteria selected by the client.

  Creation of descriptive champs of each product in 
function of its type.

 Definition of temporarily criteria (date of the put 
into service, maintenance cycles, end of its life 
span, end or warranty or loan).

  Creation of entities (service, estates and groups of 
users) for cross information and get more accurate 
inventories.

 List of all the assets presents in the database and filter 
by selected criteria such as:
     -Categories.
           -Users
           -Geographic localization
           -Maintenance dates
           -End of lifespan

 Exportation of results to excel files and other forms 
of interchange of files for its treatment in third party 
applications.

 Maintenance planning through a complete warn-
ing management by the Administrator.

 
 Monitoring and planning as per the asset geo-
graphical category.

 Equipment renewal planning thanks to the 
end-of-life management.

The web platform over which is base the SIRA system allows to administrate all of your assets from any 
computer connected to Internet, define users and materials, get maintenance and end of life alerts for 
your assets.

The power of SIRA resides in its 
capability of defining categories 
for the present materials and cre-
ating champs for each one of their 
characteristics (brand, model; 
lifespan, preventive maintenance 
recurrence, etc.)  

Associating a material with their 
geographic position and their re-
sponsible technique is possible to 
create a fine and dynamic admin-
istration of your assets.Geographical location definition 

Users definition 
Material categorization
Reception and configuration of maintenance alerts
Generator of details reports

Management, control and dynamic traceability of your assets in real time.
SIRA web system
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